DIRECTIONS TO TED STEVENS ANCHORAGE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT STAFF OFFICES

5000 West International Airport Road
Office Hours: 8am-5pm

Third Floor:
Leasing
Planning
Engineering
Environmental
Accounting
Information Technology
Facilities

Fourth Floor:
DOT Commissioner
Airport Manager
Administration

WALKING DIRECTIONS FROM NORTH TERMINAL PARKING LOT
ENTER NORTH TERMINAL
WALK SOUTH TO DOOR NAAS119 TO TERMINAL CONNECTOR
WALK THROUGH TERMINAL CONNECTOR
TURN RIGHT, WALK DOWN HALLWAY TO THE END AT DOOR C1980

WALKING DIRECTIONS FROM PARKING GARAGE
WALK THROUGH GROUND TRANSPORTATION LOBBY, GO UP ESCALATOR

COLOR KEY:
DRIVE WEST ON INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ROAD
EXIT ON POSTMARK DRIVE
TURN LEFT ON TOWER ROAD, PROCEED TO END
TURN LEFT AND PROCEED TO THE VISITOR PARKING SPACES
ENTER THROUGH DOOR C1977
PROCEED STRAIGHT TO ELEVATOR CL99 TO THIRD OR FOURTH FLOOR.

DRIVING DIRECTIONS
PASS THROUGH DOOR C1980
TURN RIGHT, PROCEED TO ELEVATOR CL99 TO THIRD OR FOURTH FLOOR.

WALKING DIRECTIONS FROM PARKING GARAGE
WALK THROUGH BAGGAGE CLAIM AREA, TURN LEFT
PASS THROUGH DOOR C1403
TURN LEFT, PROCEED TO ELEVATOR CL99 TO THIRD OR FOURTH FLOOR.

IF VISITOR PARKING IS FULL, PARK IN THE PARKING GARAGE OR NORTH TERMINAL PARKING LOT AND BRING IN PARKING STUB FOR VALIDATION.